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Disability leads to Ability of Super Humans

Our great nation, India, has a whooping population of
almost 140 crores and of this 2.68 crores (2.23% of
Indian population) are reported to have one or the
other kind of disabilities. Out of many classified
physical disabilities, the Orthopaedically challenged
are persons having a physical defect or deformity
which causes an undue hindrance in the normal
functioning of the bones, muscles and joints besides
the persons who do not have one or both arms or legs.
The Indian conditions and other related Statutes / Acts
duly provide safeguards and benefits to Persons with
Disabilities. Apart from the relevant laws there are
many organizations working in the field of Disability,
one amongst there is Rotary International.

Our Rotary District 3080, during the Rotary Year 2021-22, realized the importance of assisting and helping physically
handicapped persons in their rehabilitation and for bringing them back in the main stream by providing them high quality
artificial limbs so as to make them self dependant and to enable them to earn their livelihood with dignity. Consequently,
Project Sahyog was launched. The programme conceived by Rtn. Salil Dev Singh Bali was launched and inaugurated by
District Governor Rtn. Ajay Madan Rotary Year 2021-22, on 7th August 2021 at Chandigarh in the premises of Tynor
India, a leading manufacturer and exporter of Orthopedic and fracture aids. Initially, 10 beneficiaries were identified,
these included Auto rickshaw Driver, Security Guard, House Maids, Vendors, etc and amputation of their limbs had made
them unemployable and had lost their jobs. These 10 patients were affixed with high quality limbs and immediately,
thereafter, the feedback and physical inspection demonstrated that they had restarted their work and had been rehabilitated
because of this gesture of Rotary.
Some cases were being referred from throughout the District but finances were also required and we sought sponsorships
from individuals, corporate and our Rotary clubs. It is worthwhile to report that as many as 55 clubs out of total of 106
Clubs od District 3080 participated in this project. Finally the Project saw rehabilitation of more than 155 patients at an
average cost of about Rs. 35,000/- per patient, roughly making the project worth approximately Rs. 50 Lakh, that is,
almost $ 67,000/-. The entire money for Project Sahyog was generated from generous donors and no grant / fund was
taken from any reserves of Rotary. Around 105 males and about 50 females were affixed with artificial limbs. All these
beneficiaries were self-respecting people but having limited means and their rehabilitation by Rotary restored their
livelihood with dignity.
The working of the project is being handled by the Chairman of the project Sahyog, PP Rtn Salil Dev Singh Bali, along
with the professional technical support of Past President Rtn Dr. VJS Vohra, a senior prosthetic consultant and his team of
prosthetic clinicians. The Project is constantly backed and encouraged by District Governor VP Kalta. I am happy to
inform you that DG VP Kalta has adopted Sahyog as a District Project in the current year and the same will continue in a
big way during Rotary Year 2022-23 under his leadership. It is a matter of pride that in the first month (July) of this
Rotary Year, 26 beneficiaries have been identified and sponsored by around 9 clubs at the cost of about Rs. 7.5 Lakh, that
is, $9500. The target of Sahyog is to rehabilitate 200 disabled persons in Rotary Year 2022-23.
We appeal to all Rotary Clubs to come forward and participate in this noble project by identifying and sponsoring
minimum one beneficiary so that one can restart their life with dignity and earn with self-respect.
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Lost in 1944 during World War II, how Rifleman Chinta Bahadur continues to live for this
Army battalion
Social Media

In the serene hills of Dagshai, lies a scenic Army cantonment
in Solan district of Himachal Pradesh which is home to the
battalion Fifth Gorkha Rifles (5/5 GR). Here, a four-legged
soldier of the Indian Army is often seen grazing in the green
pastures.
His horns painted green and black, in the colours of his unit,
he is escorted by two of his colleagues, who ensure that ―Naik
Chinta Bahadur‖ eats only fresh, green grass. Chinta Bahadur
is a sheep. He is a part of our unit. His current rank is Naik. He
reports for morning PT and attends the formal Army functions.
He is fondly known as ‗Chinty‘ in the unit.
The story of how a pre-independence incident — when the British Indian Army troops fought at Burma in World
War II, is keeping this unit emotionally attached to a sheep—is even more fascinating. They now call Chintey their
―lucky mascot.‖ However, for the soldiers of 5/5 GR, Chinta Bahadur is not a ‗sheep‘, but an incarnation of their
colleague, Rifleman Chinta Bahadur who went missing in 1944 during World War II operations at Burma (now
Myanmar) fighting for the British. The story of how a pre-independence incident — when the British Indian Army
troops fought at Burma in World War II, is keeping this unit emotionally attached to a sheep—is even more
fascinating. They now call Chintey their ―lucky mascot.‖
―The World War II operations at Burma in 1944 was one of the most fiercely fought battles for our regiment.
Rifleman Chinta Bahadur was one of the brave soldiers who went missing in Burma in 1944. After days of search,
he could not be located. But a sheep appeared there and started following our unit. Since then, a sheep with the same
name is raised by our unit in memory of Chinta Bahadur.
When he dies, the unit gets a new sheep, who gets the name of Chinta Bahadur and becomes a part of the unit. This
tradition has been going on since 1944. It is our way to keep Rifleman Chinta Bahadur alive in our unit.
Chinta Bahadur‘s latest promotion came on June 23, when he was promoted
as ―Naik‖ from Lance Naik, on the Battle Honor Day of 5/5 GR, held at
Dagshai. On this day in 1944, the two veterans of this Regiment were
awarded the highest British India Army honor– the Victoria Cross– for the
Burma Operations during World War-II. ―Every year June 23 is celebrated
as Mogaung Day (Battle Honor Day) because it was on this day that
Captain Michael Allmand (posthumous) and Rifleman Tul Bahadur Pun
from the battalion were awarded the highest pre-Independence British Army
honor, the Victoria Cross, for the Mogaung operation in Burma on June 23,
1944.
The 5/5 Gorkha Rifles was raised on October 1, 1940, as 3/6 Gorkha Rifles, and was re-designated as 5/5 Gorkha
Rifles (Frontier Force) on January 1, 1948. The regiment is known for its valour in World War II battles and IndiaPakistan skirmishes of 1965 and 1971. The unit is made up of a majority of soldiers who have Nepali origins. How
Chinta Bahadur has become a so important for the unit is evident from the care and attention he gets, not just from
his unit but also from the locals of Dagshai who identify him as a part of the Army.
Now after earning the glorious distinction of getting promoted as Naik, Chinta Bahadur despite not being a war
soldier in the true sense, gets all the attention and is also expected to do the least he can being a part of the unit.
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Statutory Warning
-

Rehabilitation Council of India

Founder, Artificial Limb Centre, Pune | Founder, Nevedac Prosthetic Centre, Chandigarh

Click here

Click here
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International Youth Day
Author

International Youth Day (IYD) is an awareness day designated by the United Nations. The purpose of the
day is to draw attention to a given set of cultural and legal issues surrounding youth. The first IYD was
observed on 12 August 2000 after the General Assembly endorsed the recommendation made by
the World Conference of Ministers Responsible for Youth (Lisbon, 8-12 August 1998) that 12 August be
declared International Youth Day.
The objective of International Youth Day 2022 is to amplify the message that action is needed across all
generations to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and leave no one behind.

Dr. Rita Kalra

It will also raise awareness on certain barriers to intergenerational solidarity, notably ageism, which impacts

SMO – HA Civil
young and old persons, while having detrimental effects on society as a whole.
Hospital, Panchkula

-

-

Half of the people on our planet are 30 or younger, and this is expected to reach 57% by the end of 2030.Survey
shows that 67% of people believe in a better future, with 15 to 17 year-olds being the most optimistic about this.
The majority of people agree that the age balance in politics is wrong. More than two thirds (69%) of people across all
age groups agree that more opportunities for younger people to have a say in policy development/change would make
political systems better.
Globally, only 2.6% of parliamentarians are under 30 years old, and less than 1% of these young MPs are women.

Today we celebrate international youth day and power of partnership across all generations. This year‘s theme Intergenerational
Solidarity: Creating a World for All Ages reminds us of a basic truth that we need people of all ages young and old to join hands and
build a better world for all. Too often ageism, bias, discrimination prevent this essential collaboration when young people are shut
out of decisions being made about their lives or when older people are denied a chance to be heard. Solidarity across generations
is key for sustainable development. As we navigate the third year of the Covid-19 pandemic, it is especially important to
recognize and address these age-related barriers to ―build back better‖ in a manner that leverages all generations‘ strengths
and knowledge.
Solidarity and collaboration are more essential than ever as our world faces a series of challenges that threaten our collective future.
From Covid 19, to climate change to poverty, inequality and discrimination, we need all hands on deck to achieve sustainable
development goals and build better and more peaceful future we all seek. We need to support young people with massive investment in
education and skill building. We need to support gender equality and expanded opportunities for young people to participate in civic and
political life. It‘s not enough to listen to young people but we need to integrate them into decision making mechanism at local national
and international level. We need to ensure that older generation have access to social protection and opportunities to give back to their
communities and share the decades of lived experience they have accumulated.
To conclude I quote UN Secretary-General António Guterres, ―On this important day, let‘s join hands across generations to break
down barriers, and work as one to achieve a more equitable, just and inclusive world for all people."

Grandma in Court
Shared by

Lawyers should never ask grandmas a question if they aren‘t prepared for the answer! In a trial, a
small-town prosecuting attorney called his first witness, an elderly grandmother to the stand.

He approached her and asked; "Mrs. Jones, do you know me?"
She responded, "Why, yes, I do know you, Mr. Williams. I've known you since you were a young
boy, and frankly, you're a big disappointment to me. You lie, cheat on your wife, manipulate people
and talk about them behind their backs. You think you're a big shot when you haven't the brains to
realize you never will amount to anything more than a two-bit paper pusher. Yes, I know you."
Dr. Balram K Gupta
Professor Emeritus
and Sr. Advocate

The lawyer was stunned! Not knowing what else to do, he pointed across the room and asked, "Mrs.
Jones, do you know the defense attorney (the opponent's lawyer)?"

She again replied, "Why, yes, I do. I've known Mr. Bradley since he was a youngster. He's lazy,
bigoted, and has a drinking problem. He can't build a normal relationship with anyone and his law
practice is one of the worst in the state. Not to mention he cheated on his wife with three different women. One of them
was your wife. ..Yes I know him."
The defense attorney almost died.
The judge asked both lawyers to approach the bench and in a quiet voice said:
"If either of you rascals asks her if she knows me, I'll send you to jail for contempt of court !
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Looking after Health – Post Retirement
Author

Maj. Gen. Krishan Chauhan
Retired Army Medical Corps

Health, as per the WHO, is the sum total of physical, social, mental and spiritual well
being. Most of us try to lead a healthy life but some do develop a disease or contract a
disability during the course of our jobs or businesses. The self-employed and those having
their own business usually continue till as long as they are physically and mentally agile.
But, those in government jobs or even in the private sector have a retirement age. This
article mainly deals with them.
EFFECTS OF RETIREMENT: So, how does retirement actually affect us? In general,
there are two groups of people. One group who have enjoyed their service and worked long
hours throughout their career. They would have spent less time with the family and
4
childhood friends. This group may find the ‗emptiness‘ of post retirement life extremely
difficult to adjust. The other group which had difficult seniors, were looked over in
promotions would actually welcome the retirement. However the loss of rank, status and
perks of the service is a cause of huge stress.

Retirement stress level is put at number 10 out of the 50 major stress events of life. In one study, it was found that those
who retired in their fifties had a 40% higher chance of getting a stress related disease or even a major event like a heart
attack or a stroke. Having a re-employment or a bridge employment or even a self employment is the remedy. This can
continue as long as they are fit to work. It not only prevents physical diseases but also keeps dementia away.
Before I come to the main issue, I would like to share one interesting tip which should be followed by all working
employees, 6 to 8 months before retirement. It is called, ‗Picture your Life‘. Sitting in a quiet room on a holiday with eyes
shut, a person should visualize how a post retirement day would look like. Another job or a house construction/
improvement or volunteering for community service or playing with grandchildren or just lounging lazily in front of the
television. Then, with eyes open one should think about it coolly and finally discuss it with the spouse before making a
final decision on post retirement employment. Such an exercise can be done one year after retirement too, if the person is
unsatisfied with the earlier decision.
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN FOR REMAINING HEALTHY: Numerous actions are required to adjust in the post
retirement period and to remain healthy on all four parameters, viz, physical, mental, social and spiritual. A daily routine, if
followed, allows us to do many of the activities discussed below.
PHYSICAL EXERCISE. Yoga is very beneficial for Seniors for mental and physical agility. This is the most important
way to keep our body and brain well nourished with adequate blood circulation. This can easily be performed by a brisk
walk, or cycling or even dancing for at least half an hour every day. Some stretching and weight lifting at home will add to
bone and muscle strength.
 EXERCISES FOR THE BRAIN. Dementia is the most feared problem of old age. It can be warded of by brain games
like puzzle solving, learning a new language or even new technology. Creativity with painting, gardening or ‗do it
yourself‘ jobs like electrical, carpentry, masonry also keep the brain active. Writing about experiences, writing blogs or
even making educational videos keeps brain healthy. Games like Chess, Billiards and Bridge are equally good.
DIET. The appetite for food is reduced post retirement as we do not go for a full time job. But sitting at home one is
tempted to snack often on unhealthy foods. This trend is dangerous and a cause of obesity, diabetes and even heart disease.
A balanced diet with a generous helping of vegetables, fruits and salads is nutritious provide adequate vitamins and
roughage. A handful of nuts/seeds provide minerals.
MEDIA. Keep abreast of news and general knowledge by any means. Do watch a few shows on subjects of interest on the
TV or laptop besides the usual ‗soaps‘. However do not become a couch potato. Sitting for more than an hour in one place
is more dangerous than smoking a cigarette.
ADDICTIONS. Smoking or other abusive drugs a big NO. Alcohol should also be taken in moderation and that too, no
more than 3 to 4 times a week to give rest to the liver.
FRIENDS AND RELATIVES. A group of friends or relatives in the locality are a great source of building social
networks in the final place of residence. Helpful neighbours are an asset. Participation in the residents welfare association
is another method of remaining socially active.
SENSE OF PURPOSE. This fulfills the desires of the soul. Our helpful behaviour gives us inner satisfaction. It may be
teaching poor children, helping poor or disabled patients in hospitals or illiterate persons in the post office. It can also be
mentoring the ex colleagues in the jobs we were highly trained and experienced. It could also be writing educative articles
for free.
RELAXATION AND SLEEP. Yoga has been in vogue for many years now. Meditation or prayer in a quiet room is also
good. A good night‘s sleep is rejuvenating. Some persons find an afternoon nap also to be extremely relaxing.
Continued on page 6 …..
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Yes, Yes, Mere Paas time Nahin Hai
Author

Yes, there are 'universal' truths, like - the sun rises in
the East. Likewise, we have an oft-repeated 'universal'
phrase - 'Mere paas time nahin hai'. It's being used and
patronised by all and sundry very frequently.
So the day is not far off when it will fall under the
purview of the GST and thus enrich the exchequer and
amuse the Finance Ministry.

Nicknamed Mr. (or Ms.) 'Hurry' always hard pressed for
precious time exhibits aah, an interesting scene in the
Morning while leaving home for work. So, breakfast
also becomes mobile with a sandwich in one hand and the indispensable mobile phone sandwiched between the neck
and a shoulder. The second hand promptly puts on the seat belt (because traffic police officers have all the ' time' to
issue challans) and thereafter manages the steering. The plight of two-wheeler riders is somewhat similar if not worse.
Yes, they are no less than daredevils on the road.
Col. J.S. Chandoak
Retd.

Some people are always in an extreme hurry due, to a paucity of time at the traffic lights crossings. Imbued with
hurriedness in spirit, blatant display of the same and honking by them is a nuisance to others besides causing avoidable
noise pollution. Come on friend have some nous. The person in the front vehicle has not come to live there. It's just
that some obstruction is restricting the movement. Grant just two seconds after the light has gone green. So be patient.
Wish that the traffic policemen, on behalf of doctors, could dish out ' Tablet PATIENCE 1 TDS to such crazy persons
on the spot. It's heartening that the Chandigarh traffic police are trying to inculcate a 'no honking culture' and make
Chandigarh a horn-free city through display boards. This would be another feather in our City Beautiful's cap. Wish we
could imbibe this praise-worthy etiquette like most foreign countries. Having experience of visits abroad to 35
counties, I can vouch for their judicious sense and good nature that they use the horn part of the vehicle only in a dire
emergency. In our Country, some people get a strange thrill by honking.
Let's share an anecdote of the bygone era. A person was running and sweating profusely with his bicycle on his head in
a terrible hurry. A well-wisher having observed advised him that being in an appalling hurry would be better to put the
bicycle down and ride the same speedily up to his destination. Lo and behold, to know the reply of Mr. 'Hurry' 'Bicycle utaarne ka time Kahan hai'. So moral of the story - relax, plan in time and get organised. Thereafter there will
be no dearth of time.
Our 5 years old son had apparently got fed up with hearing the oft-repeated phrase - 'Don't have time'. One day, when
he heard his mother saying, looking at the watch -- 'I don't have time' to do a particular chore, he got a queer idea that a
watch produces time and suggested – ‗Why don't you buy another watch‘. (in today's context, for watch read mobile).
Despite calendars and reminders set on mobile phones, wonder why schedules go haywire, resulting in panic-like
situations. Timely planning and some forethought can be of immense help to avoid constant hurry and tension. Such an
attitude and outlook would probably be helpful in controlling the B.P. and preventable rages. So advisable that one
should leave home and say good-bye to near & dear ones at least 10 minutes earlier.

Everything in life can't be TATKAAL.
---------------------------------------------….. Continued from page 5

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. One may think of another health insurance if the person and the family are not included
in the post retirement health schemes like ECHS, CGHS or Railways medical schemes. The health insurance scheme if
started before 60 years of age may have lower premium. Without an annual medical check up , many of us fail to get
ourselves medically examined for long periods of time. Some land up with a stroke for untreated hypertension or other
ailments. There is no need for expensive tests of private labs. Family physician can treat and advise at must lower cost.
Lastly, prepare the house for living of senior citizens - like having anti-skid tiles in the whole house, grip rails on stairs,
grip handles in toilets and security devices on main doors. To sum up, one must first be aware of the challenges one
can face post retirement. Then one can make plans for a second innings of employment or for leading a relaxed but
healthy lifestyle. After all age is just a number, we are as young as we feel!
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Time Management
Time isn‘t money, as a popular tagline of a famous airlines says, in fact, time is Everything! Ask a
Click
here
to visitaway
Nevedac
Prosthetic
Clinic
failed student about the importance of the
time
he whiled
or ask
a youngster,
who has just now
been jailed for a 25 year term for committing a really serious crime.
Time is an immeasurably important and unique resource not expendable in advance, is not lendable,
isn‘t gift-able or re-claimable unlike money or materials. To cap it, time is perfectly democratic in
being available to all in the same amount daily, not a second more or less.
But you may find people whining about shortage of time for many things. In fact, I have also been a
culprit as I, too, used to crib about it and wished for a longer day until I have dwelt on this incident in
Ritu Singal
my book A Story Can Change Your Life. Today, I see clients with nearly identical complaint. Sounds
Certified Life Coach
quite familiar?
Everyone is gifted with 24 hours daily but many of us waste it thoughtlessly. Wasting it equals wasting opportunities. The
tomorrow you have been visualizing to start an activity never comes. The only RIGHT time is RIGHT NOW. Time management
implies you Are organized, Prioritize work, Set goals clearly, Communicate well, Plan time effectively, Delegate tasks effectively
and Manage stress well.
Author

The Benefits are it brings Improvement in personal and professional productivity, Reduction in stress levels and Improvement in
your work-life balance. You can achieve more work efficiency by controlling how you spend time. Time management helps you
take better decisions as you better grasp the impact of your decisions. You meet your deadlines and have time for all the things in
life. Effective time management helps reduce stress and anxiety and improves confidence as you can meet deadlines easily. You
have all the time for the things that matter to you. The bonus is more energy and motivation, with which you focus on the most
important work. The key lies in allocating the right time to the right activity for optimum time utilization by prioritizing tasks as
per their importance and the time needed.
Plan in advance. Planning is the first time management technique. It helps you properly organize yourself and provides a detailed
insight into all the things you need to do. Many tools can help you plan and organize your work: Calendars, personal organizers,
Time management apps and tools, To-do-lists, Post-it-notes, notepads and other time managers. Time management means
spending more time on your priorities and avoiding wastage of time on non-priority tasks.
Plan in advance for the week or the day to feel organized and focused. You can break your tasks over days to see how much time
you need. Group together your tasks importance-wise by organizing them. For instance, the tasks labeled "urgent" must be done
today while those labeled "important, but not urgent" are important, but can wait for some time. And "low-priority" tasks can be
put off, if need be.
Now put the tasks under each category. If a report has to be made, it‘s an urgent task. But if you have to begin another project
with a two-week deadline for completion, it is an "important, but not urgent" task. Chatting with friends is vital, but certainly not
urgent, putting it in the "low-priority" group. Personally, I find them very useful and motivating as I get a clear idea of what‘s
supposed to be done in a day.
S.M.A.R.T. — Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound goals bring a solid structure to your work. Take a
short break for coffee, a walk or stretch your limbs after an hour to boost productivity. It works! Make a prior decision about how
you are going to do it, that is, Which task warrants a high priority? When is a task to be completed? What resources are available
for the task? And Which task/s ought to be taken up later?
It can let you decide clearly about your tasks. For example, you can fix a time for emails and phone calls rather than doing it
anytime. I can certify its efficacy as this is exactly what I do. Take out the most important tasks (MITs) from your to-do list to
finish them first. We have the most energy and enthusiasm in the mornings, so why not tackle the most challenging tasks then?
Besides, by doing this, you keep yourself motivated for the rest of the day.
Apparently innocuous tasks like e-mailing take a lot of time. Checking and replying to e-mails is a burdensome task. An average
worker spends around 20 hours a week checking email. Limit the time you spend on e-mails. If you check e-mail in the morning,
reply to important ones, and leave the rest for the end of the day.
Get a break. Working without having breaks can do more harm than good. Breaks refresh our brain. Take a short walk, read or
have a coffee. Use these intermittent breaks to improve time management and feel refreshed for productivity.
Avoid Perfection and multi-tasking. The perfect is the enemy of the good. Avoid over analyzing everything. Do your best but a
craving for perfection drags you down. Most of us aren‘t good at multi-tasking. Therefore, focus on one thing at a time and excel
in it. Try time boxing, that is, allocate a time-frame which increases the likelihood of its completion.
Know time stealers. Locate the time stealers to do something about them. You may be spending an hour on emails instead of
completing your projects. Knowing where your time goes can let you decide about delegating tasks. Delegate someone to
undertake simple processes to free yourself to work on bigger things. Let them share the load to save your time and become more
responsible.
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Royal City of Patiala - ‘A Gupshup’
Continued from July issue
Author

Dr. Jaswant Singh Puri
Social Activist, Punjab
Rattan

Another laurel in the past in Unani system was Late Hakim Kundan Lal Kalra (Unani System of
Medicine) He was a reputed and well known Hakim of Punjab who cured a number of patients in Punjab
and adjoining states with his self prepared medicines. He had the ability to diagnose the patients through
pulse consultation only. His sons Jaspaul Kalra and SS Kalra are reputed engineer and author respectively
who have earned a good name in their fields. Moreover, Dr. NK Sharma and Dr. Neeraj Sharma are also
well known practitioners in Ayurvedic Medicine. Patiala has the distinction to have a number of reputed
hospitals like Amar Hospital, Columbia Hospital, Vardhman Hospital, Walia Hospital run by surgeon Dr.
RPS Walia, Aggarsen Hospital (Charitable) and many more like Preet Hospital, Garg Mission Hospital,
Eye Hospitals of Dr. Rama Atray and Dr. Garg are very famous. Hans Hospital is also well-known. Dr.
Ajat Shatru Kapur‘s hospital in Model Town caters to cosmetic surgery and many more complications of
the skin. Government Ayurvedic College has a good and sound reputation. He presented internationally
acclaimed book ‗Rise and Decline of Mughal Empire to Ex. V.C. B.S. Ghumman, Dr. Deepak Vohra, an
Indian Diplomat of eminence and His Holiness Nobel Laureate, Dalai Lama who praised the book for its

simple language that abounds in immense knowledge. He also received a certificate for his active participation on a webinar
on ‗Sufism in Punjab‘ held in 2021 at Punjabi University.Patiala being a royal city has the blood of charity to help its
residents in need. A number of organizations are being run for the deserving and needy people. There is one ‗Aapki Apni
Rasoi‘ near Polo Ground being run by Maheshinder Bansal who serves lunch to the people prepared in Pure Desi Ghee just
for Rupees five which includes chapatis, rice, one vegetable plus sweets without any distinction. About 500 to 700 people
are served food daily. Vardhman Rasoi is also being run by Saurabh Jain who provides lunch for Rs. 10/- where more than
500 people get the food daily.
Anish Mangla, who is the Founder President of Shri Radha Krishan Jan Sewa Samiti is doing charitable service since 1996.
More than 1000 widows at Barindavan are being provided clothes and medicines for the last more than 20 years. About 280
families at Patiala are being donated ration worth Rs. Two Lacs per month. In the field of education, top twenty students
from Shakuntala School, Tudhial School, Arya Girls/Boys School, Kumar Sabha School get scholarships. Twenty-five
students getting 85% or above marks get free education for higher studies.
There is one more distinguishing feature to add to Patiala‘s honour that Punjab‘s media baron and educationist Jagjit Singh
Dardi, Editor-in-Chief, Daily Chardikala; Chairman, Chardikala Time TV and Sri Guru Harkrishan Public Schools and
Colleges has been selected by the Govt. of India for one of the highest Civilian Awards ‗Padam Shri‘ for his contributions in
media education and promotion of Punjabi language. He is a member of the Executive Committee of the world‘s largest
body of India ‗The Indian Newspaper Society‘ since 1988.Patiala is well-known for its delicious delicacies like Rewri
Gajjak, Halwa known as ‗Karah‘, Shardai, Khoya Kulfi, Saffron Milk, Lassi of varied tastes, special Khoya burfi. There is
one Karah Wala Chowk in Patiala where Karah with royal and rich taste was available. Kasora Lassi is also available.
‗Guru Nanak Chau in the University of Tehran, Iran‘ has also been founded and ‗Islami Study Iranian Chair in Guru Gobind
Singh Religion and Study Department, Punjabi University, Patiala. Above all, Jagat Guru Nanak Dev Punjab State Open
University and India‘s 14th Government Open University for the admissions to highlight its mission to equip the youth with
skill and knowledge. There is a need for innovative programmes ranging from technologically driven courses like certificate
courses in Cyber Security, Digital Marketing, Artificial Intelligence and its Applications, Creativity and Innovation in
School Education to the progressive courses like values and learning of Sikhism, Rural Management, Effective Business and
Social Communication. which are the need of the times.
Another landmark in the field of Artificial Limbs is Dr. VJS Vohra who is a an expert certified by Rehabilitation Council of
India as Prosthetic Orthotic Professional. He is Founder-CEO and Sr. Consultant of Nevedac Prosthetic Clinic, Zirakpur,
Chandigarh. He is honorary Prosthetic Adviser to Governments of Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh and Himachal Pradesh. He
is serving disabled persons since 1973 by providing them artificial limbs and other facilities. Since last one year Rotary
International District 3080 has joined Dr. Vohra and launched ‗Sahyog Project‘ to provide artificial limbs free of cost to
needy disabled persons and changed their lives for better and happy living.
To be continued
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